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The regulars were kind of besides the point in this one, so let’s go straight to the other guys. •
Donald Sloan had some shaky moments. D.J. Augustin blew by him on Sloan’s first and second 
defensive possession (though Josh Smith slid in to take a charge on the second play). 

•

“To be honest, I was nervous at the beginning when I first got in,” Sloan said. “But [Larry Drew] 
surrounded me with the guys that have been doing it for a while and made me calm down a little bit. 
Second half, I was as comfortable as I’ve been all year.” 

•

In the closing moments, Sloan let Kemba Walker rub him off a screen too easily before Walker made 
that floater and Sloan also didn’t immediately foul Walker after the long rebound. Sloan does have quick 
hands and he had some nice pick-and-roll action with Al Horford. 

•

“Sloan looked pretty good at the point guard position,” Josh Smith said. “Wanamaker looked pretty 
decent defensively and offensively making sure everyone was set and getting us into our plays.” 

•

Pape Sy alternated moments of impressive athleticism and aggressiveness with displays of shaky ball-
handling and decision-making (though that was a nice baseline drive with a bounce pass to Ivan 
Johnson for a layup). Sy’s jump shot was pretty brutal. 

•

Sy still looks like a two to me, and that’s where LD played him all night. “I didn’t play him at the one but 
he was in situations where he was handling the ball,” Drew said. “He seems to be a little bit more 
comfortable playing the off-guard position. But I rotated the guys with who was handling the ball and 
initiating plays.” 

•

Brad Wanamaker isn’t very quick but he was able to contain the speedy Augustin for the most part. He 
again showed his knack for using his body to get in the lane and create space to get off shots. He had a 
couple bad turnovers in the fourth quarter. “Wanamaker, I was very impressed with him and his poise 
and his ‘chippiness,’” Horford said. 

•

I thought Keith Benson looked pretty good defensively. He seems to have pretty good help-side 
instincts and even defended well away from the basket. Benson had trouble holding his ground 
physically but it wasn’t for lack of trying. 

•

Vladimir Radmanovic got in early foul trouble and never really resurfaced. He made his first shot, a 3-
pointer, after Joe Johnson drew attention and swung it to him. 

•

Tracy McGrady was just kind of out there. •
Jerry Stackhouse still hasn’t shown anything. It looks like this could be it for Stack. •
Marvin Williams showed some real grit around the basket and made his man work for shots. There 
were no negatives in his stat line. “I feel really good,” he said. “To be out there and be able to run and 
jump–I took a few falls and was able to get up–so, yeah, I feel really good. I’ve done a lot of things, 
training and rehabbing in the summertime, so I know in teh back of my head I can take a beating.” 

•

Jeff Teague is going to get into the lane all the time. It’s going to be a matter of how well he finishes and 
finds teammates once he’s in there. He didn’t have a turnover. 

•

Magnum Rolle fights for rebounds and has a nice face-up J. He looked pretty good to be playing on a 
sore foot and still out of shape. 

•

Horford didn’t really go inside but the Bobcats were giving him jump shots and he’s among the best at 
making them so that’s what he did. No rebounds, though, on a night where Charlotte’s bigs were fighting 
for them. “For me, I was just happy to be back out there playing against somebody else,” Horford said. “I 
think once the regular season starts we will be ready to go.” 

•

Josh locked up Tyrus Thomas, ran the floor well and cleaned up the defensive glass. •
The starters look pretty sharp on offense already. “We knew we weren’t going to get that many minutes 
so we wanted to make sire we played them as hard as possible,” Josh said. “The starting five played 
well together as far as sharing the basketball and getting each other open looks. We’ve been together 
for so long we just know and trust each other on the court.” 

•

“Zaza came in and did a good job, too,” Drew said. “Our starters, we are pretty set on the top eight guys. 
Those guys understand what I am expecting from them. In that regard, we are feeling pretty good about 
ourselves. But we are looking to solidify that backup point guard spot.” 

•

Joe Johnson treated the Bobcats like he treats Atlanta’s second unit in scrimmages. •
The starters weren’t so great on defense. Charlotte got lots of open looks on 3-pointers and I didn’t see 
the Hawks closing out very hard. 

•
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The scoring stopped once the Hawks went to their second/third unit. Atlanta’s reserves were pretty good 
on D but hard to know what to make of it considering the competition. 

•

Jannero Pargo’s contract will not be guaranteed. The league guarantee date is Feb. 10. •

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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